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1 Introduction
Systems are defined by their components and the relationships among their
components, hence when modelling systems using an object-oriented (OO) approach,
objects alone are insufficient to describe the system behaviour. There is also the need to
represent relationships between objects in terms of cooperations for the
accomplishment of a particular task. Conventional OO approaches often lack support
for representing cooperation between objects in an abstract and intuitive way. In most
of these approaches, the compositional behaviour between objects is represented by
message passing, or events, which are not appropriate for the early stages of software
development.
The approach described in this paper makes use of Coordinated Atomic Actions
(CA actions) - a structural design and modelling mechanism, for representing the
cooperation between objects, at different stages of the software development. The
original concept of an CA action, which was conceived for structuring complex
concurrent activities and supporting error recovery between multiple interacting
objects, has been expanded for accommodating the modelling needs of the initial stages
of software development. In other words, the intent is to use, in the early phases of the
software development, a modified version of a structuring mechanism that has proven
effective in dealing with complexity at the design phase, thus defining a set of
2modelling abstractions, namely objects and CA actions, that can be employed
throughout the software lifecycle.
The contents of the paper will be as follows. In the next section the basics of
CA actions are presented, and in section 3 it is presented how CA actions can be used
in modelling cooperations between objects. Section 4 describes the approach being
proposed, based on objects and CA actions, for the development of software. The
feasibility of the whole approach will be demonstrated in section 5, in terms of the
Production Cell benchmark case study. Finally, in sections 6 and 7, respectively, we
discuss some issues not detailed on the paper which will be the basis of future work,
and present some concluding remarks.
2 The Essentials of CA Actions
Atomic actions  (conversations) are a well-known technique intended for
structuring complex concurrent systems in which several activities cooperate [Randell
75]. These activities (action participants) enter the action and cooperate within its scope
in such a way that no information flow can cross the action border. They leave the
action synchronously when all of them have agreed on the action outcome. The action
execution is invisible and indivisible for the outside world. On the other hand, the
traditional way of structuring competitive systems is by using atomic transactions
[Grey 93] which have the following ACID properties: atomicity, consistency, isolation
and durability. This mechanism allows processes to access resources (objects, files,
DBs, servers) as if they were at their exclusive disposal, and although transactional
support allows concurrent access, this is transparent for processes.
The CA action  [Xu 95, Randell 97] concept was introduced as a unified
approach to structuring complex concurrent activities and supporting error recovery
between multiple interacting objects in an OO system. This paradigm provides a
conceptual framework for dealing with both kinds of concurrency (cooperative and
competitive [Hoare 76]) by extending and integrating two complementary concepts -
conversations and transactions. Conversational support is used to control cooperative
concurrency and to implement coordinated and disciplined error recovery, whilst
transactional support maintains the consistency of shared resources in the presence of
failures and concurrency among different CA actions competing for these resources.
Each CA action (Figure 1) has roles which are activated by action participants
(some external activities, e.g. objects, threads) and which cooperate within the CA
action scope. Logically, the action starts when all roles have been activated (though it is
an implementation decision to use either synchronous or asynchronous entry protocol)
and finishes when all of them reach the action end. The action can be completed either
when no error has been detected or after a successful recovery or when the recovery
fails and a failure exception is propagated to the containing action.
External (transactional) objects (data) can be used concurrently by several CA
actions in such a way that information cannot be smuggled among these actions and
that any sequence of operations on them, bracketed by the CA action start and
completion, has ACID properties with respect to other sequences, in other words,
3actions. CA action execution looks like atomic transactions for the outside world. One
of the ways to implement this is to use a separate transactional support that provides
these properties (a number of such schemes is discussed in [Grey 93]).
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Figure 1. CA action
The state of the CA action is represented by a set of local objects (data); the CA
action (either the action support or the application code) deals with them to guarantee
their state restoration (which is vital for recovery). Local objects are the main means for
participants to interact and to coordinate their executions (although external objects can
be used as well).
One of the most important characteristics of CA actions is fault tolerance. All
steps of providing system fault tolerance are associated with actions, so that the use of
fault tolerance features is part of system design. This allows a unified, systematic
policy to be imposed on providing application fault tolerance. CA actions can use both
backward and forward error recovery as well as their combination.
CA actions can be nested, so that the execution of the system can be viewed as a
tree that is dynamically updated. The main rules of nesting are simple: sibling actions
cannot overlap; if a process takes part in an action, it has to take part in the father
action; the action is over only if all of its nested actions are.
In the last two years several CA action schemes have been designed using Ada
95 and Java [Romanovsky 97a, Romanovsky 97b]. They are presented as sets of re-
usable components (classes, generic procedures, packages, objects) and of templates
and conventions which should be followed by programmers. These schemes differ in
the ways of packaging actions and participants (e.g. actions can be associated with
packages or classes), use different kinds of recovery or different concurrency control
policies for external objects; some of them are single-computer, others are distributed,
with different kinds of action component distribution, etc.
43 CA Actions in Modelling Cooperations
The aim of the work is to use CA actions as a modelling concept for describing
the cooperation between objects. From the perspective of an OO approach, instead of
describing the cooperation between objects just in terms of message passing, or events,
the cooperation could be described in terms of conditions for the cooperation to start
and finish, and the conditions that should hold during the actual cooperation (otherwise
an exception is raised, for instances). Thus all the information and activity associated
with a cooperation would be grouped in single description, instead of being scattered
throughout the objects involved in the cooperation. The notion of "units of
cooperation", in terms of CA actions, is introduced for describing cooperation between
objects, and together with objects they are the basic modelling abstractions used to
describe the structure and behaviour of systems.
In this work, the interpretation given to CA action is slightly different, and
perhaps more general, than its original definition because of the necessity to
accommodate the modelling needs of the initial stages of software development. A
major difference between the two is what in an CA action is understood to be the
entities of cooperation: while in the original definition these are roles which are called
by threads/processes, in the proposed approach these are objects. However in the
context of an OO approach the two views do not appear to be in conflict with each
other: the threads/processes of the later stages of the software lifecycle can be
associated with the objects initially identified at the earlier stages, hence the former
entities can considered as an implementation detail of the latter ones. A reason to adopt
this differentiation is that, at the initial stages of the software lifecycle it is too early to
refer to notions like operations on objects, syntactic threads, and run-time abstractions,
which make part of the thread definition in a CA action [Randell 97]. Instead, at the
early stages of a lifecycle there is a need to represent objects and their cooperations in
terms of properties without getting into the detail how these will be implemented.
The motivation for adopting CA actions, as an abstraction for modelling
cooperations between objects, stems from the fact that traditional OO approaches do
not provide the adequate abstractions for representing cooperations. Both Object
Modelling Technique (OMT) [Rumbaugh 91] and Unified Method (UM) [Booch 96]
use associations to represent relationships between object classes, which can be
constrained in terms of conditions that hold at all times. The actual activity that
characterises the relationship is represented by a sequential flow of events/messages
between objects, which are then used for composing the state diagrams of the object
classes involved in the association. This way of representing collaborations is not
restricted to OMT and UM, other more recent approaches, like the Fusion Method
(FM) [Coleman 94] and OCTOPUS (a variant of OMT and FM for real-time systems)
[Awad 96], also rely on the same kind of mechanisms to represent collaborations.
A more sophisticated approach introduced in [Wirfs-Brock 90] emphasizes the
need for clarifying for each object its responsibilities expressed by Venn diagrams,
collaborations  expressed by a kind of Object Interaction Model (similar to FM), and
contracts  which specify the services used by the object (and provided by other objects).
5However, similar to the approaches mentioned above, instead of making the actual
activities that describe the cooperation between the objects explicit, these are embedded
in the objects definition,.
Contracts were introduced in [Helm 90] as abstractions to specify behavioural
compositions and obligations on participating objects. A contract defines a set of
communicating participants and their contractual obligations, pre-conditions which are
required for participants to establish a contract, and an invariant which has to be
maintained by these participants. Similar to the other approaches there is no explicit
specification of the activities that are part of the collaborative behaviour. However, a
variant of contracts was employed in [de Lemos95a, Cepin 97] to specify collaborative
behaviour between physical objects during the requirements stage of the software
lifecycle.
The approach being pursued in this paper of using CA actions as an abstraction
for modelling object cooperation, is related to the notion of activities  introduced in
[Kristensen 96] which are abstraction mechanisms to model the interplay between
objects, and to the work introduced in [Kurki-Suonio 96] on the theoretical foundation
of the incremental derivation of collective behaviour of operational models of objects.
4 Objects and CA Actions as Modelling Abstractions
The proposed approach can be viewed as a software engineering exercise, in the
sense that, the representation of the system structure and behaviour, in terms of its
components and their cooperations, should be considered right from the conception of
the software system. The claim is that, if objects and CA actions are adopted as
modelling abstractions, as it is suggested in the paper, then they can be used throughout
the software lifecycle. However, depending on the stage of development, these
modelling abstractions can assume different forms depending on the phenomena to be
represented, and the notation to be selected according with the representation needs.
Adopting such an approach, which combines objects to model system structure and
component behaviour, and CA actions to model cooperations, we are able to establish a
systematic and effective way for the development of highly complex software systems.
This approach covers all the stages of the software lifecycle, and those CA actions
identified at early stages will be used as specifications for the derived CA actions of the
later stages of the software development.
One of the motivations for using CA actions in an OO approach, is the ability of
CA actions to extract from the specification of an object those issues which are related
with the collaborative activities that an object has with other objects, thus avoiding that
the specification of this cooperation be scattered among the specifications of the objects
involved in the collaboration. Concerning the implementation of a specification
containing objects and CA actions, in an OO language, CA actions can be implemented
as part of the service to be provided by the objects (once the appropriate support is
provided), thus avoiding all the restrictions associated with an alternative centralised
implementation of CA actions.
6When employing CA actions for the modelling, we will assume that already
exists a (formal) definition of an CA action which incorporates all its associate
properties [Koutny 97, Serugendo 97, Schwier 97] (hence, it is not the aim of this work
to formalise the concept of CA actions), and depending on the stage of software
development only a subset of these associated properties might be used; for example, it
may not be necessary to consider certain cooperations to be atomic or serialisable,
which might be the case in the earlier stages of software development.
The rest of this section describes in more detail the approach being proposed
which uses objects and CA actions as basic modelling abstractions to be employed
throughout the software lifecycle: first, we present the templates to be used in the
specification of objects and CA actions, and finally, we describe the overall
development method in which these templates should be considered.
4.1 Object Template
As in traditional OO design, objects in the proposed approach, support the
representation of both structural and behavioural aspects of the system. An object class
is described by a template with the following fields: a name , a collection of
components in composed of, declaration of types in terms of constants and variables,
a description of the internal structure of an object, and the behaviour specification
of an object. The composed of field introduces the names of the subcomponents of the
object along with their types (names refer to instances of other object classes). The type
field refers to the names and types of variables and constants, local to the instances of
the object class. The behaviour field includes the behavioural assumptions associated
with the object, and the specification of the complete space of the behaviour of the
object, in terms of its normal, exceptional and failure behaviours.
The template for describing an object class for requirements specifications is the
following:
Object Class - Req:
   composed of:
   types:
      constants:
      variables:
   structure:
   behaviour:
       assumptions:
       normal:
       exceptional:
       failure:
4.2 The CA Action Template
CA actions will be employed as modelling abstractions for the specification of
cooperative behaviour between objects. An CA action is described by a template with
the following fields: the CA action's name, the names and types of the participants
of the CA action, declaration of types in terms of constants and variables local to the
7CA action, and the specification of the collaborative behaviour , in terms of its
activities, that take part in the CA action; associated with the normal, exceptional
and failure behaviours, pre- and post-conditions are specified which establish the
conditions for a set of objects to start and finish a particular cooperation. Whether an
CA action might include the definition of types depends if during implementation
(coding), an CA action will be considered an object on its own.
The template for describing an CA action for requirements specifications is the
following:
CA Action - Req:
   participants:
   types:
   behaviour:
      normal:
      exceptional:
      failure:
4.3 Development Method
The development method adopted is based on an approach for incremental
software development for safety-critical systems [de Lemos 95b]. This approach is
predominantly top-down, in the sense that, it starts with the formal modelling and
analysis of the components of the environment of the computing system (i.e. physical
objects), from which successive structural decompositions and behavioural refinements
are applied until an architectural specification of the software (i.e. computational
objects) is obtained.
Within the context of having objects and CA actions as modelling abstractions,
this approach can be transformed into the following major steps, which can then be
applied recursively until the desired level of component granularity is achieved:
identification of the system structure in terms of its major components (i.e. objects),
identification of all cooperations between components (i.e. CA actions), specification
of the behaviours of the object classes, and specification of the behaviours of CA
actions. The purpose of this approach is to obtain simple object specifications in which
all the collaborative activity with which the object is involved, is specify in terms of
CA actions. An advantage of this approach is that, several (simple) cooperations can be
associated with a (simple) object, thus facilitating the process of reuse of both objects
and CA actions.
5 Production Cell Case Study
The Production Cell case study [Lewerentz 95] was proposed in FZI, Karlsruhe,
Germany, with the purpose to show the usefulness of formal methods for developing
critical software systems and to prove their applicability to real-world examples. This is
a realistic industry-oriented problem of manageable complexity which allows
researchers to demonstrate different approaches to the system designing, modelling,
verification, etc. The Production Cell (Figure 2) consisting of 6 devices, 13 actuators
and 14 sensors, processes metal plates. The feed belt conveys the plate to the elevating
8rotary table. The table moves up and rotates to make it possible for the robot arm 1 to
pick the plate. The robot can rotate and extract/retract both arms (although they are
fixed orthogonal and cannot be rotated separately), it uses arm 1 to insert the plate into
the press and arm 2 to grab the forged plate and to convey it onto the deposit belt. This
belt moves the ready plate. It is proposed to include the travelling crane into the model
to make the system cyclic. The travelling crane takes the plate from the deposit belt and
drops it onto the feed belt. The sensors and actuators are used to control the devices.
The major requirements, which the resulting control system has to meet, are the safety
ones: to restrict the machine mobility, to avoid the machine collisions, to keep plates
sufficiently separate, not to drop plates outside the devices. The complete (although
informal) task description as well as comparative survey of several approaches, can be
found in [Lewerentz 95]. In this section, the modelling and analysis of the Production
Cell will be conducted according with the approach discussed in this paper: objects and
CA actions will be employed as modelling abstractions for structuring the software
descriptions at different levels of abstraction, and Extended Real Time Logic (ERTL)
[de Lemos 96, Hall 96] will be used to describe the behaviour of objects and CA
actions (an outline of ERTL is presented in the Appendix).
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Figure 2. Production Cell
According with the development method outlined Section 4, the first step will
be to identify the system structure in terms of its main components (or devices) and
then to identify the cooperations between these components, and the second step, will
be to decompose the main components in terms of their subcomponents (including the
sensors and actuators originally considered in the problem description), and refine the
CA actions previously identified. Due to space limitations only two devices of the
Production Cell will be considered: the feed belt and the table, and their respective
cooperation. Also for the sake of brevity, we are not specifying the full space behaviour
of the components of the Production Cell, only the standard behaviour of the
components will be specified (in [de Lemos 95, Cepin 97] an approach is employed in
which the description of objects and their cooperations include also the exceptional and
failure behaviours).
95.1 Aggregation Hierarchy of the Production Cell
In the following, it is presented the object class aggregation hierarchy of the
Production Cell. For this level of analysis, the intent is to identify only the major
components of the system, and their relations. The first step is to identify the system
structure, in terms of the object class hierarchy, and then to identify the cooperation
between the objects in terms of CA actions.
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Figure 3. Object Class Aggregation Hierarchy
5.1.1 Object Classes
In the following, we describe in more detail two of the object classes identified
above, namely, FeedBelt and Table, which are associated with the activity of loading
the plate into a Table. At this level of abstraction, state variables are used to describe
the behaviour of the object classes.
In the behavioural description of the FeedBelt , the first axiom is an assumption
that states that the same plate cannot be, at the same time instant, in the beginning and
the end of the FeedBelt , and the other two axioms specify the required behaviour of the
FeedBelt. The second axiom states that once the plate ceases to be in the beginning of
the FeedBelt , it means that the plate has reached the far end of the belt, and this is
capture by the occurrence of an event which has two interpretations depending which
variable is being observed. The third axiom states the necessary conditions for the belt
to be on: there is a plate in the beginning of the belt and there is no plate in the end of
it. The sufficient conditions cannot be stated at this stage because for the belt to be on it
also depends whether the Table is in the right position; the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the belt to be on will be specified in LoadTable CA action (Section
5.1.2).
FeedBelt:
composed of:
types:
constants:
variables:
plateOnBeg B // plate at the beginning of the belt
plateOnEnd B // plate has reached the far end of the belt
beltOn B // feed belt on
T ℜ // set of time points
P ℑ+ // set of plates
structure:
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behaviour:
assumptions:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (plateOnBeg, i, t) ⇒ Φ(¬ plateOnEnd, i, t)
normal:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Θ(Ø plateOnBeg, i, t) ⇔ Θ (ÚplateOnEnd, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (beltOn, i, t) ⇒ Φ (plateOnBeg, i, t) ∧ Φ(¬plateOnEnd, i-1, t)
Table is specified in a similar way to FeedBelt . The first three axioms are
assumptions about the behaviour of the Table, and the last four describe the required
behaviour for the Table   in which the first two specify the conditions for the vertical
displacement, and the last two specify the conditions for the angular displacement. In
the next decomposition of Table , these axioms will be refined in terms of two CA
actions, respectively, TableUp  and TableDown . (Section 5.2.1).
Table:
composed of:
types:
constants:
variables:
plateOn B // plate on the table
bottom B // table on the bottom position
top B // table on top position
moveUp B // table moves upwards
moveDown B // table moves downwards
angle R // table angle
rotClock B // table rotates clockwise
rotCountClock B // table rotates counter clockwise
T ℜ // set of time points
P ℑ+ // set of plates
structure:
behaviour:
assumptions:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (bottom, i, t) ⇒ Φ (¬top, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (moveUp, i, t) ⇒ Φ (¬moveDown, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (rotClock, i, t) ⇒ Φ (¬rotCountClock, i, t)
normal:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (moveDown, i, t) ⇔ Φ (¬bottom ∧ ¬plateOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (moveUp, i, t) ⇔ Φ (¬top ∧ plateOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (rotClock, i, t) ⇔ Φ (angle < 50 ∧ plateOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (rotCountClock, i, t) ⇔ Φ (angle > 0 ∧ ¬plateOn, i, t)
5.1.2 Cooperation between Objects
Once the major components of the system are identified, the next step is to
identify the existing cooperations between these components. The following CA
actions represent the collaborative behaviour between the components of Production
Cell:
ReloadPlate - transfers the plate from the Crane  to the FeedBelt.
LoadTable - transfers the plate from the FeedBelt to the Table;
UnLoadTable  - transfers the plate from the Table to the Robot (arm 1);
LoadPress - transfers the plate from the Robot (arm 1) to the Press;
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ForgePlate  - the plate is forged by the Press while Robot 's arm 1 is retracted;
UnLoadPress  - transfers the plate from the Press  to the Robot  (arm 2);
LoadDepoBelt  - transfers the plate from the Robot  (arm 2) to the DepositBelt;
UnLoadDepoBelt  - transfers the plate from the DepositBelt  to the Crane;
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Figure 4. CA Actions associated with the Aggregation Hierarchy
In the following, for the sake of brevity, only CA action LoadTable is specified
in more detail. This CA action has got two participants, FeedBelt and Table , which are
involved in conducting two collaborative activities: update the state variables of the
two participants once a plate moves from the FeedBelt to the Table  (captured by the
first axiom), and switch on the belt once the conditions are satisfied (captured by the
second axiom). The pre and post-conditions associated with the normal behavioural
specification, state the conditions that have to be satisfied for initiating and finalizing,
respectively, the collaborative behaviour between FeedBelt  and Table.
LoadTable:
participants:
feedBelt FeedBelt
table Table
types:
behaviour:
normal:
pre-conditions:
{feedBelt.plateOnBeg, ¬table.plateOn, table.bottom, table.angle=0}
post-conditions:
{¬feedBelt.plateOnBeg, table.plateOn, table.bottom, table.angle=0}
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (table.plateOn, i, t) ⇔ Φ (feedBelt.plateOnEnd, i, t)
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∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (feedBelt.beltOn, i, t) ⇔
Φ(feedBelt.plateOnBeg, i, t) ∧  Φ(¬table.plateOn, i-1, t) ∧
Φ(table.bottom, i-1, t) ∧ Φ(table.angle=0, i-1, t)
5.2 Decomposition of Main Components
The next step in the development method is to decompose the initially identified
major system components into their respective subcomponents, identify the
cooperations between these subcomponents, and finally, refine CA actions previously
identified in terms of the new identified subcomponents.
5.2.1 Sensors and Actuators
The decomposition of FeedBelt is presented in Figure 5 in terms of an
aggregation hierarchy with its associated CA action. The subcomponents of FeedBelt
are PhotoEnd  and Motor , and the CA action MoveBelt describes the collaborative
behaviour between FeedBelt, PhotoEnd , and Motor .
MotorPhotoEnd
FeedBelt
MoveBelt
Figure 5. Decomposition of FeedBelt
The specification of the decomposed version of FeedBelt , apart from identifying
the subcomponents that is composed of, also specifies the relation between the
variables describing the behaviour of these subcomponents and the variables describing
the behaviour of the initial specification of FeedBelt. In the behavioural refinement of
FeedBelt, the axiom describing the condition for the belt to be on was transformed into
an CA action, namely MoveBelt , while the other axiom remains almost unchanged
because it is a property of FeedBelt.
FeedBelt:
composed of:
photoEnd PhotoCell
motor UniMotor
types:
constants:
variables:
plateOnBeg B // plate at the beginning of the feed belt
plateOnEnd B // plate at the end of the feed belt
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beltOn B // feed belt on
T ℜ // set of time points
P ℑ+ // set of plates
structure:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (plateOnEnd, i, t) ⇔ Φ (photoEnd.plateOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (beltOn, i, t) ⇔ Φ (motor.beltOn, i, t)
behaviour:
assumptions:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (plateOnBeg, i, t) ⇒ Φ(¬ photoEnd.plateOn, i, t)
normal:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Θ(Ø plateOnBeg, i, t) ⇔ Θ (ÚphotoEnd.plateOn, i, t)
Once FeedBelt  is decomposed, the cooperation between FeedBelt and its
components PhotoEnd  and Motor  is represented by CA action MoveBelt , which
expresses the necessary conditions for the belt to move. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for the belt to move are expressed in the refinement of CA action LoadTable
(section 5.2.2).
Table
PotAngle MotorAngSwichBottom SwitchTop MotorPos
TableUpTableDown
Figure 6. Decomposition of Table
MoveBelt:
participants:
feedBelt FeedBelt
photoEnd PhotoCell
motor UniMotor
types:
behaviour:
normal:
pre-conditions:
{feedBelt.plateOnBeg, ¬photoEnd.plateOn}
post-conditions:
{¬feedBelt.plateOnBeg, photoEnd.plateOn}
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (motor.moveOn, i, t) ⇒
Φ(feedBelt.plateOnBeg, i, t) ∧ Φ(¬photoEnd.plateOn, i-1, t)
The decomposition of Table is presented in Figure 6, in terms of an aggregation
hierarchy with its associated CA actions. The subcomponents of Table are
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SwitchBottom , SwitchTop , MotorPos , PotAngle , and MotorAngle , and the CA actions
require that all the subcomponents be involved in the collaborative behaviour.
The specification of the decomposed version of Table follows the one presented
for FeedBelt, the major difference is that all the behavioural specification of Table is
captured by the two CA actions that coordinated the movement of the Table.
Table:
composed of:
switchBottom Switch
switchTop Switch
motorPos BiMotor
potAngle Potentiometer
motorAng BiMotor
types:
constants:
variables:
plateOn B // plate on the table
bottom B // table on the bottom position
top B // table on top position
moveUp B // table moves upwards
moveDown B // table moves downwards
angle R // table angle
rotClock B // table rotates clockwise
rotCountClock B // table rotates counter clockwise
T ℜ // set of time points
P ℑ+ // set of plates
structure:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (bottom, i, t) ⇔ Φ (switchBottom.switchOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (top, i, t) ⇔ Φ (switchTop.switchOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (moveUp, i, t) ⇔ Φ (motorPos.moveUp, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (moveDown, i, t) ⇔ Φ (motorPos.moveDown, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (angle, i, t) ⇔ Φ (potAngle.angle, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (rotClock, i, t) ⇔ Φ (motorAng.rotClock, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (rotCountClock, i, t) ⇔ Φ (motorAng.rotCountClock, i, t)
behaviour:
assumptions:
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (bottom, i, t) ⇒ Φ (¬top, i, t)
normal:
For representing the cooperation between the subcomponents of Table two CA
actions are identified, namely, TableUp  and TableDown  (these CA actions are not
relevant for CA action LoadTable because in terms of LoadTable the table should be
static). TableUp  coordinates the upwards and clockwise movement of the Table . The
two axioms associated with the normal behavioural specification were extracted from
the initial specification of Table.
TableUp:
participants:
table Table
switchBottom Switch
switchTop Switch
motorPos BiMotor
potAngle Potentiometer
motorAng BiMotor
types:
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behaviour:
normal:
pre-conditions:
{table.plateOn, switchBottom.switchOn, ¬switchTop.switchOn, 
potAngle.angle=0}
post-conditions:
{table.plateOn, ¬switchBottom.switchOn, switchTop.switchOn, 
potAngle.angle=50}
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (motorPos.moveUp, i, t) ⇔
Φ(¬switchTop.switchOn ∧ table.plateOn, i, t)
  ∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (motorAng.rotClock, i, t) ⇔
Φ(potAngle.angle < 50 ∧ table.plateOn, i, t)
 TableDown  coordinates the downwards and anti-clockwise movement of the
Table.
TableDown:
participants:
table Table
switchBottom Switch
switchTop  Switch
motorPos BiMotor
potAngle Potentiometer
motorAng BiMotor
types:
behaviour:
normal:
pre-conditions:
{¬table.plateOn, ¬switchBottom.switchOn, switchTop.switchOn, 
potAngle.angle=50}
post-conditions:
{¬table.plateOn, switchBottom.switchOn, ¬switchTop.switchOn, 
potAngle.angle=0}
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (motorPos.moveDown, i, t) ⇔
Φ(¬switchBottom.switchOn ∧ ¬table.plateOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (motorAng.rotCountClock, i, t) ⇔
Φ(potAngle.angle > 0 ∧ ¬table.plateOn, i, t)
5.2.2 Refinement of CA Action
Once the system components are decomposed, the CA actions that represent the
cooperation between the system components have to be refined in terms of their
subcomponents. Figure 7, shows the cooperation between FeedBelt and Table  in terms
of their subcomponents. The participants of CA action LoadTable are FeedBelt,
FeedBelt.PhotoEnd, FeedBelt.Motor , Table.SwitchBottom , and Table.PotAngle.
The two axioms that capture the normal behavioural specification of LoadTable
can be implemented in terms of two CA actions which should guarantee that, for the
first axiom the updating of the two variables is done consistently and atomically, once a
plate moves from the FeedBelt to the Table. These two CA actions would then become
nested CA actions of LoadTable. The pre and post-conditions associated with the
refined version of LoadTable are in terms of the state variables of the subcomponents
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of FeedBelt and Table, which participate in the CA action, and the two axioms which
specify the normal behaviour are re-written in terms of these conditions.
LoadTable:
participants:
feedBelt FeedBelt
feedBelt.photoEnd Switch
feedBelt.motor UniMotor
table Table
table.switchBottom Switch
table.potAngle Potentiometer
types:
behaviour:
normal:
pre-conditions:
{feedBelt.plateOnBeg, ¬feedBelt.photoPlate.plateOn, ¬table.plateOn,
table.switchBottom.switchOn, table.potAngle.angle=O}
post-conditions:
{¬feedBelt.plateOnBeg, feedBelt.photoPlate.plateOn, table.plateOn,
table.switchBottom.switchOn, table.potAngle.angle=O}
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (table.plateOn, i, t) ⇔ Φ (feedBelt.photoPlate.plateOn, i, t)
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (feedBelt.motor.beltOn, i, t) ⇔
Φ(feedBelt.photoPlate.plateOn, i, t) ∧ Φ(¬table.plateOn, i-1, t) ∧
Φ(table.switchBottom.switchOn, i-1, t) ∧
Φ(table.potAngle.angle=0, i-1, t)
Table
PotAngle MotorAngSwichBottom SwitchTop MotorPos
FeedBelt
LoadTable
MotorPhotoEnd
Figure 7. Cooperation between the components of FeedBelt  and Table
5.3 Discussion of the Production Cell Case Study
Our design corresponds well to the design in [Zorzo 97] in which CA actions
were used as a structuring technique for implementing complex concurrent system. In
that approach, in some sense, does not use any well-defined rules for locating and
identifying CA actions and heavily relies on the designer's skills. The CA actions and
their participants are basically the same in both designs. Although, as opposed to the
system in [Zorzo 97], in the model presented in this paper some activities which are not
related to the object cooperation are not included into the actions and represented as
separate operations. Our approach is more general for achieving better parallelism (with
the price of having more CA actions which are not cost-free) although it is clear that if
any performance numbers were provided for the designers of system in [Zorzo 97] their
design would be easily adjusted and allow the same parallelisation and performance.
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Another important difference is that different ways of decomposition are used in these
two designs. In [Zorzo 97] the participants of the containing action enter nested actions,
in the proposed approach subcomponents of an object take part in nested actions. We
believe that the first approach corresponds better to the bottom-up design and that our
proposal is more suitable for the top-down design.
6 The Role of CA Actions in the Software Lifecycle
One of the conclusions that can be drawn from this paper, is that the role of CA
actions in software development should not be restricted to that of a design structuring
mechanism, as initially suggested [Xu95]. Instead, the notion of the CA actions can be
employed as a modelling abstraction, representing cooperation between objects, at the
different stages of the software lifecycle. However, a fundamental step in this direction
is to obtain a formal definition of an CA action in terms of its core properties (some
work has already been done in this direction [Koutny 97, Serugendo 97, Schwier 97]),
which can then be instantiated, and adapted, according with the modelling needs of a
particular stage of the lifecycle. This requires that different descriptions of CA actions
should co-exist for a particular process of software development, according with the
properties (or attributes) that are associated with a particular stage, and the notations (or
techniques) that are more appropriate to express these properties.
Considering, for example, the stages of requirements, design and code, although
the CA action descriptions to be associated with each of the stages will have a set of
properties that are common to all the descriptions, each description will be tailored for
the special needs of a particular stage. For instances, some of the fault tolerance
attributes of an CA action to be associated with the design stage might not be relevant
for the requirements stage, hence, a tailored CA action description might include only a
subset of the attributes associated with its more general definition. The tailored CA
action description can then be specialized by incorporating subsets of the properties
which are needed for representing the different kinds of cooperations between objects.
The whole approach is similar to the idea of having a general definition of an object
class which can then be specialized into other classes according with the application
and the representation needs of the different stages of development.
Another issue to be considered is the provision of a formal relation between the
several CA action descriptions that might be associated with a particular software
development method. These CA action descriptions have to be seen in the context of
refinement techniques that will provide the support for the behavioural refinement that
goes alongside the system decomposition [Kurki-Suonio 96, Koutny 97]. Otherwise, it
would be difficult to obtain the required behavioural consistency between the different
CA action descriptions.
As already mentioned, the role of an CA action in the context of an OO
approach for software development, is to represent cooperations between objects,
however, it might not always be possible, in an OO implementation, to associate an
object to a particular cooperation (in the same form that is proposed for associations in
OMT [Rumbaugh 91] and activities [Kristensen 96]) due to architectural constraints if,
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for instances, a distributed system is considered. Our opinion is that an object
implementation of an CA action can compromise not only the system distribution but
create some problems with accessing private objects of the action participants and their
security. This is why we recommend to use only decentralised CA action
implementations in which roles are located in the participant objects and are methods of
these objects. In spite of this, we strongly believe that in all earlier stages of the
software lifecycle CA actions should be presented as separate units of the system
designing and modelling, so, that all benefits of their re-use, having libraries of CA
actions, and all other benefits which can be gained when we treat CA actions as classes
of some special sort: (inheritance, role overriding, etc.).
Let us discuss in details how actions should be partitioned and mapped into the
object system structure for the system to be executed. As we have explained the action
roles are methods of the object participating in the CA action. External objects which
are located distributedly (outside the CA action) and have some special support that
guarantee their ACID properties are not affected by our mapping. Local objects of the
CA action are located inside the CA action participants as their private objects
(although some additional interface may be needed to allow several roles to access
them for the role synchronisation which is part of the action execution). The nested
actions, in which object subcomponents take part are located inside this component and
should be partitioned in the same way.
It is not enough just to scatter the CA actions used in the modelling among
objects taking part in the action. There is a need in special run time support for CA
actions. The functionalities of this support is clear (see Section 2): role synchronisation
on entry and exit, guaranteeing of proper action nesting, guaranteeing the correct access
to transactional objects, supporting fault tolerance, not letting any information cross the
action border, etc.
7 Conclusions
CA actions have been effectively used as a structuring technique in the design
of complex fault-tolerant and concurrent systems. However, they are still used in an ad
hoc way due to the difficulties of defining a prescriptive method which would support
the identification of CA actions once a design of a system is established. On the other
hand, traditional OO software development methods do not provide appropriate
modelling abstractions which are able to represent in an intuitive way cooperations
between objects.
This paper has described an approach in which CA actions can represent, in an
intuitive and effective way, collaborative behaviour between objects, at the different
stages of the software lifecycle. The practical feasibility of such approach was shown in
terms of the Production Cell benchmark case study. However, there is still work to be
performed in the provision of a formal definition of CA actions, and a formal method
for supporting the refinement of CA actions between the different stages of the
software lifecycle.
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Appendix - Extended Real Time Logic (ERTL)
Extended Real Time Logic (ERTL) is a first order predicate logic for the
modelling and analysis of hybrid systems, taking as a basis Jahanian & Mok's Real
Time Logic (RTL). RTL uses uninterpreted predicates to relate events of a system to
the time of their occurrence, thereby providing the means for reasoning about absolute
timing properties of real-time systems. The extensions provided by ERTL allow
reasoning about system behaviour in both value and time domains through predicates
defined in terms of system variables.
The occurrence relation (Θ) captures the notion of real time by assigning a time
value to each occurrence of an event. Θ(e, i, t) defines the ith occurrence of event e
occurs at time t .
∀t•∀ i∈P: Θ(Motor_On, i, t)
A transition event is defined by the transition of a system predicate from
false to true, or from true to false, at a particular time point. For a system
predicate P, the respective transition events are ÚP and ØP.
∀t•∀ i∈P: Θ(Ø (plateOnBeg ∧ beltOn), i, t) ⇔ Θ (Ú(plateOnEnd ∧ beltOn), i, t)
The holding relation  (Φ) captures whether a system predicate holds true at a
time point. Φ(f, i, t) defines that a formula f holds for the ith time, at time t.
∀t•∀ i∈P: Φ (moveDown, i, t) ⇔ Φ (¬bottom ∧ ¬plateOn, i, t)
